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Bareman, Gerrie study
student break-in facts
The facts and implications surrounding the cases of the two
Hope students who were arrested
for breaking and entering two
Sundays ago are still being sorted
out.
ALONG WITH THE recovery
of the computer terminal that was
stolen from Welmers Cottage last
summer, the investigation of the
students has led to the discovery
of information regarding other
thefts. - •
According to Director of Public Safety Glenn Bareman, the two
were caught by one of Bareman's
officers while allegedly attempting
to steal a lock assembly from the
public safety department office.
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Heads church in G.R.

Stewart explains resignation
by Annetta Miller
"I felt that it was time for me
to find another direction both to
my life and to my lifestyle and to
find another place to put my
energies", said former Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs John
Stewart, of his decision to trade
his desk for a church pulpit.
"COMPARED TO the academic community, its a whole
different world", remarked the
newly named pastor of the Westminster Presbyterian Church in
Grand Rapj^ls.
"In a sense I felt that I had
done all I could do at Hope, and
that 1 was open to some alternative career to the academic
world." According to Stewart his
reasons for resigning from the
post of dean were "almost exclusively personal", and did not result from administrative conflicts.
"MEN DONT MAKE shifts in
their career for one or two reasons. There's a multiplicity of

reasons," Stewart stated. He cited
a general decline in academic vitality as one reason for his resignation from Hope.
"It looked to me as though in
the 60's the academic world was
'where the action is'. I'm not sure
that the action is there anymore.
I'm concerned that the academic
world is turning in on itself-that
much of the vitality and awareness of the academic world is
waning."
HE QUALIFIED THIS statement by saying that he feels that
this problem is not limited to
Hope College, but appUes to every
coUege campus around the coun"Since the I960's the academic
world has lost its interest in civil
rights, racial oppression, matters
of economic distribution, etc,
These are now dead issues. The
collegiate world is no longer deeply involved with American problems," Steward continued.
HE SAID THAT this lack of

New security measures
adopted by library
"Our first concern is for the
scholar, to have materials available
and guarantee that they will be
there when he needs them,"
stated Leroy Lebbin, director of
libraries and associate professor of
library sciences. He continued,
"We aim to accommodate the
individual. We are a service organization.
"OUR CIRCULATION system
is the only one of its kind that I
know of. A book may be checked
out for a month, but even if it is
not returned after the month has
expired no fines will be imposed.
"If someone needs a particular
book that you have had for more
than a month we act as that
person's representative by contacting you and asking that the
book be returned. We want people
to use the library, and it should be
fun."
THE PROBLEM ARISES when
people take books and periodicals
without checking them out^
About 10 percent of the library's
materials are constantly being
used, and that is also where the
greatest amount of theft occurs,
especially among the current periodicals.
Consequently
a
student
"checker" has been placed at the
door to remind people to checkout their books before leaving,
and the current periodicals have
been placed* behind the circulation
desk.
LEBBIN SAID THAT he

doesn't like it "that we have to
watch over each other. I don't Hke
the feeling it gives. It would be
nice if each individual would be
concerned enbugh for every other
member of the community so that
this kind of thing wouldn't happen."
Despite the fact that Lebbin
doesn't like the new system, he
did say that it is better than the
two other alternatives to rectify
the thefts: an increase in tuition,
or a library usage fee. Van Zoeren
has a 2 percent theft rate and no
replacement budget.
THE PAPER SHORTAGE has
compounded the problem as the
publishing companies are printing
less and charging more. Lebbin
cited the example of a 38 percent
price hike for periodicals this
year. "We have limited resources
which must be put to the best use.
We simply can not afford to use
such a large proportion of our
budget for replacement purposes.
"Therefore we are experimenting with this new system in hopes
that it will jog the individual's
mind to check-out his books. If it
doesn't work we'll have to try
something else."
Lebbin said that if students
have any questions concerning the
new system or any other aspect of
the library they should feel free to
contact David Boersema, the new
circulation services supervisor.

vitality was exemplified on Hope's
campus in the last presidential
election.
"We went through a whole
presidential
election
and
j 4. i_ j
j .*
„ the stu-^
dent body and the college seemed
unconcerned.
HE SAID THAT this lack of
awareness on Hope's campus was
exhibited when only a small number of students turned out to hear
the two speakers invited to the
campus during the election.
The occupation of minister is
not a new one for Stewart. He was
a member of the pastorate for
seven years prior to his training as
a historian at the University of
0
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BAREMAN
EMPHASIZED
that although one of the students
had been a Peale Science Center
security guard early in the summer, neither wer^ public safety
officers either at the time of the
arrests or at the time of the thefts.
Following questioning the two
admitted to stealing the terminal
from Welmers. According to Associate Dean of Students Michael
Gerrie the two have since volunteered information concerning
other campus thefts, including
one from the book store, as well
as reporting how they came into
possession of the keys that let
them into the various buildings.
ACCORDING TO Bareman
there are a few people he has yet
t0
contact regarding the matter of
the manufacture of master keys to
H n n p uniiHinoc
" T i t h man?" of the summer's
thefts being solved with information provided by the two Hope
students, much of the investigation is focusing on the problem of
master keys that may still be in
the possession of unauthorized
persons.
BAREMAN INDICATED that
although many Jtudenfcmav have
keysfdr h a Z e s s r S o n s h e ^
be

asking

that students w

"h

the

keys be looked at more closely in
view of what happened this summer.
Both Genie and Bareman expressed concern over the number
of keys that might still be loose
on campus. Gerrie expects that
the students' arrests will "flush
o u t " some of those keys.
DESPITE THE unfortunate aspects of the situation, both Gerrie
and Bareman are hoping for what
they believe will be some positive
results.
Gerrie stated that he hopes the
incident will foster a "greater appreciation for the need for better
security." He elaborated, suggesting individual inventory cards for
students and tighter inventory
measures and accountability for
property in faculty and administration departments.
MORE GENERALLY Gerrie is
looking for a "commitment to a
concern for the safety of property" among the members of the
Hope community.
As far as the return of unauthorized keys is concerned, Gerrie
believes that many students are
aware of the presence of master
keys where they don't belong and
is counting strongly on "peer pressure to suggest to students who
have keys that it's not right to
have them."
BAREMAN MENTIONED the
possibility of setting a time period
and place for the anonymous return of keys without disciplinary
action. Following that time period, he recommends strong penalties for students caught with keys
they haven't permission to use.
Gerrie reported that limited
rekeying is being done on campus,
but both he and Bareman cited
the cost as prohibitive of a complete rekeying.
Gerrie called the break-ins and
subsequent
arrests an "eyeopener." He added, "It's the kind
of thing we say won't happen
here, but it does."

Fund-raising begins

Van Genderen outlines plans
According to Director of
Development Kurt Van Genderen,
a five-pronged approach to this
year's fund-raising goals is being
undertaken
by
the
newly
re-orgaiyzed development office.
VAN
GENDEREN,
who
recently
replaced
Robert
De Young
as
Director
of
Development, stated that the first
goal of Hope's fund-raising is to
maintain
the
annual giving
program.
"You have to consider that
student tuition and fees cover
only 60 percent of the college's
total operating cost, with the
other 40 percent paid through
fund-raising," Van Genderen said.
HE SAID THAT a second goal
is to finish the Build Hope
campaign, Hope's capital fund
raising drive directed by Vernon
Schipper.
Approximately
$ 150,000
is
needed
for
completion of the humanities and
social science building while two
million dollars in funds are still
needed for the physical education
building.
$500,000 of this amount has
already come from Hope alumni
and the office plans to solicit an
additional $500,000 from other
alumni and friends of the college.
The remaining 1 V4 million dollars
is expected to come from large
foundations in the form of grants
or endowments. Van Genderen
said.
OTHER FUND-RAISING goals
stated by Van Genderen are to
revitalize the college's planned
giving program to increase gifts in
the form of annuities, wills, etc.
and to maintain a strong alumni
program.

m

KURT VANGENDEREN
According to Van Genderen,
According to Van Genderen,
the college's annual fund goal of the
development
office
is
$670,000, representing a 17.5 generally optimistic about this
percent increase in annual giving year's fund raising project. "We
from the previous year, was are using a 'dual ask' approach
reached this summer.
aimed at all alumni rather than at
"THIS
IS A remarkable specific people.
achievement considering that the
"WE ARE SOLICITING twice
amount of fund-raising on the as much-a procedure which has
national level has increased by met with varied success in other
nnlv
npr cent,"
^ar*f " Van
\/on schools but
K11+ we believe Hope's
only ninp
nine per
Genderen remarked.
alumni are closely associated with
He went on to say that 60 the school and its values and will
percent of the $8.8 million goal of respond to the challenge," Van
the capital fund drive has been Genderen said.
raised to date, with $3.6 million
"Unfortunately, major gifts do
still needed.
not spring forth overnight. They
THE LARGEST contributore must be cultivated and worked
to the annual Hope fund are the on. We need to take all necessary
950 Reformed churches. Alumni steps to expose Hope College in a
contributions are second in size, personal way to businesses and
Van Genderen said.
foundation^," Van Genderen said.
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Maintenance dept explains duties
by Tom Westervelt
In an interview Tuesday,
Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds Richard Hanson and Director of Maintenance Services
Emery Blanksma shed some light
on the operation and structure of
Hope's maintenance department.
WHILE IT IS easy to regard
the maintenance department as
the folks who throw out the trash
and replace broken windows, the
scope and function of the department is actually quite wide.
The department * employs 76
full time people. The staff consists
of 69 people under Hanson, including janitors, cleaning ladies
and grounds-keepers, and seven
people under Blanksma, who directs all work of a mechanical
nature. The department has an
annual
budget
of
roughly
$1,600,000.
WHILE THIS figure initially
appears quite large, Hanson
pointed out that it includes all
utility bills plus the payments still
left on those buildings on campus
not yet fully owned by the college.
"Last month's gas bill was
$1900, and that's the smallest I'll
have all year," Hanson noted. "We
pay $160,000 per year on DeWitt,
and will be doing so for 30 years."
Other buildings still being paid for
include Phelps, Gilmore, Kollen,
Dykstra, and the fraternity complex.
THE MATTER of high prices is
of substantial concern to the
maintenance department. Some

Corrections
In the story headlined "Renner
seeks editor. Milestone future
dim" in last week's anchor, Ed
Mackiewicz' salary for the 197374 year was quoted as $400 per
semester. . It should have read
$400 per year.
Also, last week's "prime example" by Church Pruim was, in
fact, a "neat shot" by Bob Niedt.

figures quoted by Blanksma and
Hanson included: an anticipated
13 percent rate hike in electricity,
$137 for class B fire doors (used
by law on campus), $90 for the
locking assembly on t h e door, a
280 percent increase from last
year in the price of cotton mops,
a rise in toilet paper from $10.49
last year to $ 16.68 this year, and
a tag of $27 on the overhead light
globes found in most of the
-

'

•WITH THESE prices," Blanksma said, •'you can understand
why we have to use such expensive commodities wisely."
He noted that most damage on
campus occurs from carelessness.
"One swirlie can wreck quite a bit
in a bathroom stall and pull rallies
often waste toilet paper."
HE ALSO reported that much
furniture is stolen during the
course of 4 year.
Conscious of the price situation, the maintenance department
is careful t o stay within their
often tight budget. "A steam leak
like the one by Graves now can
waste between 8,000 and 15,000
gallons of water every 24 hours,
and we certainly cannot afford
too much of that," Hanson said.
LAST
WINTER'S
energy
crunch necessitated similar cutbacks, Blanksma indicated. "We
use time clocks in some buildings
to shut down heating and air
conditioning
during
sleeping
hours. This save both natural gas
and water." The whole college is
heated from one boiler room,
located near Carnegie Gymnasium. Underground piping transports steam to each building.
When asked if students should
expect any gas shortages at Hope
this coming winter, Hanson indicated that this was not expected.
Because we are an educational
institution, we are guaranteed a
certain amount of natural gas. If
the winter is bad and we need
more, I don't know what will
happen."
BLANKSMA ARTICULATED

his primary goal for the department as being preventive maint*nan/**
tenance. "w«
"We nroti*
want to Aionw*
discover
problems before someone has to
report them to us," he said. ' T h i s
program is improving steadily."
He cited such preventive procedures as a greasing schedule and
regular service checks on heating
and air conditioning.
Blanksma pointed out that the
work crunch for the maintenance
department comes at the beginning of the year. To date they
have received 190 work orders,
and have been able to complete
about 60 percent of them.
**WB ARE here to serve the
students, there is no doubt about
that," said Blanksma. "Our first
priority is education; if delay will
hinder the education of students,
we do our best to eliminate the
problem as soon as possible.
"Still," he continued, "when

—

nary and tentative schematic layout of the building, which ineludes a swimming pool, has been
rosde.
*
IN 1972 the cost was estimated
at $2,500,000. (Because of rapidly increasing costs, we are now
revising this figure.) Finally, we
have begun a major campaign to
raise funds for this building. Our
strategy is to raise $1,000,000
from alumni and friends, and
$1,500,000 from foundations.
It will be important for us to
make substantial progress in the
initial $1,000,000 before we approach major foundations, and it
is in this direction we are focusing
our efforts. Initially, we have concentrated on the members of the
H-Club, which is made up of
former students who have won a
varsity letter.
TO DATE WE have received
$458,000 in gifts and pledges,
During the next three months we
will contact all of our alumni
(through the mails) and ask for
their support of one of four major
capital projects.
These projects include the Humanities and Social Science Center, the
Physical Education
Center, the renovation of Voorhees Hall, and the endowed scholarship fund. We are hopeful that
many of our alumni will designate
their gifts for the Physical Education Center.
IN ADDITION, we will contact
many alumni personally. During
the next few weeks, I will be
meeting with a number of Alumni
Chapters in the East, and will be
presenting this need to them,
From September 16 through the
23 my schedule will include Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Schenectady, and
from October 3 through 6, Kingston, Poughkeepsie and Long Is—

—

—

— ——
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non-fixed costs, fixed costs inelude utilities, building payments,
and grounds upkeep, and therefore are relatively easy to estimate. Harder to prepare for, however, are the non-fixed costs, such
as building repairs and equipment
repairs.
Blanksma and Hanson expressed concern about students
using rooftops. "We do not want
to have people up there, for two
reasons," Blanksma explained.
"Not only is it dangerous, but
roofs are very easily damaged."
ESPECIALLY during the sunbathing season, a shoe can create a
hole in a roof that will leak and
become even worse when cold
weather freezes water in the
cracks and* opens them further.
The maintenance heads indicated
that they were asking the cooperation of the residence hall staff in
this matter.

' . . Cesar made the salad'
by Kate Solms
and Lynn Gruenwald
Clutching a brown Soggy tray,
Calvin Vander Schmaazma stumbled toward the salad bar of
Phelps dining hall. By the time his
foot had been stepped on three
c
f
P /® e w a s , l n , j
saucer umead of his cup, he had
reached the salad bowl, center of
controversy since school had begun
™ UI„
„ . .
TO HIS DISMAY, Calvin saw
that the bowl was filled with
Soggy's famous artichoke heart
salad, garnished with leftover carrots. Above the bowl, a sign with
glaring black letters was posted:
"Your Student Congress has voted
to deprive you of lettuce. It's all
their fault! (Tomorrow's salad is
toasted raisins and shredded cu-

A note from the president
This is the first of a series of
bi-weekly articles which I hope to
write for the anchor. The purpose
is a very simple one—to improve
campus communication'.
IN THESE articles I will try to
share some of the projects 1 am
working on, some of my observations and concerns about the college, or some of the issues and
problems with which we are wrestling.
In this article I would like to
present some information on one
of our major projects-the new
Physical Education Center. The
need is quite obvious to all who
know the campus. Our present
facility was constructed in 1906,
just 40 years after the college was
chartered, when the enrollment
was less than 400.
IT HAS NOW been - in use
almost 70 years, and during this
period the enrollment has increased more than six fold, and
our programs in physical education, and in intramural and intercollegiate athletics have greatly
expanded.
This need for a new Physical
Education Center has been recognized for many years by the
Board of Trustees and they designated it as one of the projects in
the Build Hope Fund, which the
trustees launched in 1972.
WHERE ARE we today on this
project? First of all, a site has
been selected-the area between
13th and 14th Streets, and between Columbia Avenue and the
railroad tracks. The college has
purchased all of the properties in
this area.
Secondly^ a very thorough
analysis has been made of the
program which we wish to carry
on in this building, and on the
basis of this statement a prelimi-

delays occur it is important for
people to remember that we serve
more than just one area in the
college community.'*
THE MAINTENANCE department budget is planned by the
heads of maintenance and Barry
Werkman, Business Manager. The
proposal is then presented to the
Board of Trustees for approval.
"We have t o plan ahead well,"
said Hanson. "There is always an
unexpected factor to be dealt
with."
A system of cost accounting is
used to budget expenses for campus buildings. When a repair is
made, the cost is charged against
the account of the building in
which the repair is made. A certain amount of money is appropriated in the Department budget
for each account.
%
BUDGET PLANNING is divided into two areas: fixed and

land. This will be a busy period,
and I do not like to be away from
the campus and home so much,
But it does seem important to
push these projects at this time.
One thing which is particularly
important to know is that students are behind this project that
they would really appreciate having a new Physical Education Center, and that they would make
effective and careful use of it. I'm
confident this is so, but I would
be grateful for the reaction and
comments of students.
ONE WAY IN which students
could make their interest abundantly clear would be for students themselves to start a fundraising campaign with parents,
grandparents, uncles, aunts, home
churches-just about anyone. We
have over 2,000 students. If each
student could arrange for someone to give $200 this year and
$200 next year, we would have
$800,000.
Suppose we raised only half
this amount. This would still
make a great impression on the
foundations. Jim Beran had indicated the interest of the Student
Congress in this matter, and perhaps this could be a major project
for the year. The development
office would like to cooperate in
every way we can in such a
project.
.
MY GOAL IS to complete the
funding for the Physical Education Center this year, and I'm
prepared to give my best efforts
to achieve it. Wouldn't it be great
if we could break ground during
final exam week!
I will keep you informed of
our progress. If any of you know
of persons on whom I should call
when I am in the East, please call
my office.
President Gordon VanWylen
J

cumbers)."
Calvin sighed with mild aggravation. But after all, he thought, it
is for the good of the UFW.
THIS JUNCTURE his
thoughts were interrupted 'by a
f r a temity sweater elbow in his
face. As he tried to apologize for
^ t h e w a y " C a ^ van
ttin
exclaimed, "What's all
Coolsma
t h i s c r a p a b o u t n C ) l e t t u C e ? i God
damn it, I got a right to eat!"
FRVR
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enough,
Van Coolsma
snapped.
HE STRUTTED to a table
where his girlfriend was cooing,
"Oh Cary, you're so aware!"
Calvin shoved his way to a
table and sat down. He soon
became aware of the fellow on his
left, who was standing on his
chair, for want of a soapbox.
It was Len Stifler, expert incognito of the lettuce situation,
"LAST YEAR, this campus
was infiltrated by an army of
barefoot Mexican farmworkers,
who brainwashed the Student
Congress and got them to forge
600 signatures on the UFW lettuce
petition. What are we going
to do about this?"
"We have to take the Christian
stand on this," someone else
added. "Let them starve!"
"YEAH, AND CESAR Chavez
drives a Cadillac," responded a
third.

Calvin spoke up earnestly.
"No, no that's not it at a l l . . . "
LEN STIFLER STIFLED Calvin by talking about Pull practice
for the rest of the meal.
As he was taking his tray back,
Calvin ran into a wild-eyed radical, waving a UFW flag and wearing a jacket covered with buttons
and bumper stickers. "Oh no,"
Calvin muttered, slightly amused.
"Its Geraldo O'Herlihy, the linebacker with a cause."
"EXCUSE ME, CAN I talk to
you for a moment?" O'Herlihy
asked politely. <<The average migrant farmworker has a family of
four working members, and their
collective income is only $50 a
week."
Calvin was amazed at how
calmly he spoke, as people shoved
past him. "85 percent of them
don't have heat or running water
in their homes. Here, take a button with you."
"THANK YOU," Calvin replied, and went in to throw his
silverware in the paper slot.
After dinner, Calvin discovered
he had inadvertantly left his keys
on his tray, and had to go to the
office to retrieve them. Emerging
from the office, he heard a worker
by the refrigerator yell, "Hey,
what's this crate with the black
eagle on it?"
"UFW lettuce!" Calvin exclaimed, but before he could tell
the worker, the Soggy manager
yelled back, "Cover that up,
everyone knows it's not available."
^

Stewart cites lack of
vitality in U.S. colleges
continued from page 1
in the throes of human problems.
Michigan and the Uiiversity of
This is the world of the downPittsburgh. He received his Bache- town, the world that operates on
lor of Divinity degree from Pitts- asphalts, a world that is in very
burgh Theological Seminary in deep pain, one that is trying very
1959.
hard just to cope with life," Stew"I NEVER REALLY consid- art said. .
ered that I was out of the ministry
HE SAID THAT although he is
even when I was teaching history happy in his new position, there
w a dean. I think that the
and being
were some difficult transformachurch is a strong institution in
tions in swapping the title of Dean
our society and worth committing for that of Reverend.
your life t o . "
"The number one thing I am
"I have been affiliated with the trying to sort out in my mind is
Westminster Church in one way or the switch to a context where
another for some time so it really service is primarily voluntary.' 1
wasn't a strange congregation for
HE ADDED THAT he misses
me to enter into," Stewart said.
some deep
friendships that
HE COMPARED his new job emerged both yith students and
to the Gospel itself. "Both are faculty in the college community,
more exciting, yet more difficult
"However", stated Stewart, "I
than I had imagined. There's both find the church environment disgreater potential and more prob- tinctively different from the elitlems than I had anticipated. You ism and the separateness of the
have to recognize both of those academic environment, though I
things," he remarked.
recognize that there are people ip
<
The problems that downtown the college community with tremetropolitan churches face are mendous skills as well as burreally serious ones because they're dens.1
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at Coral Gables
OLD CROW BAR
Saugatuck, Michigan
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35c Drinks and 35c Beers
$1.00 Admission
8 till 10:30
All This and More in '74
,
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The above is one in a collection of prints from the famed Ferdinand Roten Galleries to be featured at an
exhibit on Monday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The event is being sponsored by the art department in the Phelps
Hall Lounge. Among the approximately 1 000 prints, spanning six centuries, will be the Works of masters
such as Rouault, Hogarth, Goya, Mira and Picasso.

HELP WANTED
Guys and Dolls, Waiters and Waitresses

Hope re-accredited

North Central Assoc. evaluates
Following an evaluation last
February by a team of three
college educators, Hope has again
been accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
THE EVALUATORS* report
examines Hope's governing board
of trustees, administration, governance system, financial status
and admissions picture. The report also discusses student life at
Hope, and appraises the school's
physical plant. Additional statements are made on the curriculum
and faculty with specific mention
of each of the various departments.
The evaluating team found
much to criticize and compliment
at Hope. Many of their areas of
concern have been improved since
their February obtervationt.

AUEN'S

THE REPORT called for stability in the development office
which has since been realized with
the appointment of Kurt Van
Genderen as director of the office.
The evaluators also commented
on the decline in admissions that
Hope suffered'last year, but this
semester's enrollment says something for the school's progress in
student recruiting.
THE TEAM described Hope's
governance system as "interesting,
complicated, and time-consuming," qualified with, "but all constituencies on campus seem reasonably satisfied with it." In a
summary paragraph the report
stated, "Hope College seems very
satisfied with a governance system
that does work even though it
seems over-organized and unduly
complicated.'1
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Another major problem area
the team mentioned was the lack
of adequate office space for the
humanities. The report said,
"Some humanities offices are in
temporary space subdivided only
part way to the ceiling; when
instructors talk with students or
with one another under these circumstances everyone must be uncommonly quiet and, even then,
each runs the risk of disturbing
someone else."
LIKE 1 MANY of the other
shortcomings, this will soon be
corrected with the completion of
the renovation of the old science
building.
As far as strengths of the college are concerned, the evaluators
found many areas deserving commendation.
THE REPORT lauded Hope's
strong sense of common purpose,
based upon shared convictions
concerning Christian faith and
life, interpreted in an atmosphere
of freedom and openness.
There was also praise for a
"well-prepared and educated" faculty and the "hard-working" student body.
THE TEAM CITED what they
called, "a remarkable tradition of
excellence-in science, especially in
chemistry and physics."
Financially, as well, the groups
of observers had high words stating, "Perhaps the most important
thing to say about Hope College's
financial situation is that Hope
has an enviable record of operating in the black."
In a letter to the North Central
Association, President Gordon
VanWylen replied to the weaknesses mentioned in the report,
outlining the steps being taken to
eliminate them.

Now meet the
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Resting in peace
Citing the lack of vitality in the academic world, Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs John Stewart has resigned his position to assume the pastorate of the Westminister Presbyterian Church in Grand
Rapids. His absence will be felt as he
undoubtedly took with him a major portion of any vitality that might be remaining
in Hope's academic world. Certainly his
colleagues will agree that if nothing else,
Stewart brought an unmatched drive and
motivation to his job.

It's unfortunate that Hope has lost a
man of Stewart's zeal, but more unfortunate are the conditions that prompted
him to go.
Stewart speaks accurately in his assessment of colleges as being unconcerned with
world problems. Social and political awareness have been relegated to second place
behind beer drinking and pledging.
Peter Brown said it well in last year's
anchor, "Today students seem to be eager
to focus their attention inward, and away
from the large scale problems which were
previously occupying much of their time

and energy."
We're too sick of Watergate to think
about politics and too confused about
economics to think about inflation.
Attention inward is necessary and our
obligation to develop ourselves is probably
our first duty as individuals, but a sensitivity to the world around us is equally
necessary. True, we have to understand
ourselves, but if we don't maintain an
involvement in improving our society, the
selves we might come to understand will be
useless.
~
How many times have we been told that
we're tomorrow's leaders? Probably too
many times or we wouldn't be taking those
positions of leadership so much for
granted. No one can be a leader without
being aware of the world he must lead.
Complacency .has deadened us to the
problems and needs of the society.that will
determine our future happiness. With the
resignation of Dean Stewart we have lost
twice.
Not only are we stagnating ourselves, as
previously mentioned, but Ve've also created an environment that can stifle a man
with Stewart's energy and enthusiasm, so
necessary to the vitality of the college.
Public concerns go in trends. Hopefully,
the current slump the academic world is in
will reverse itself. If not, we risk losing our
concerned faculty and administrators, and
they could be replaced by a mediocre staff
as dormant as ourselves.

Beran sets S.C goals

That's a lofty statement. More concretely, Student Congress will try to create a
trust by working openly and honestly with
the administration and staff. Last year
there was too much polarization because of
misconceptions and a general lack of communication.
No one could really tell what others
were feeling about particular issues. Doors
closed; hostility and crude stereotypes
arose on both sides.
In a college that has the capacity to
facilitate the highest quality of interpersonal and intergroup communications,
destructive conflicts that cause a great deal
of personal pain are inexcusable.
We will be working this year as a council
to promote a sense of community on
campus. This involves fostering a sense of
responsibility within the residence halls.
We will try to promote the type of
respect for others that is needed for selfgovernance to succeed. We also hope to
create an atmosphere of honesty and in-,
tegrity; for .example, an academic honesty
in writing exams, and integrity in dealing
with people openly.
We must better respect the physical
plant and its materials. The security precautions in the library are an insult t o the
college. With $6,000 worth of materials
stolen in the last school year, the precautions are justifiable, but provide a • sad
commentary.
This year I challenge the fraternities and
sororities to creatively deal with pledging
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Letters

I'd like to accomplish several things in
this letter. 1. To articulate the general
direction and attitude that I hope to see
Student Congress taking. 2. To set forth
the issues to be examined in the first few
months. 3. To discuss several problems
Congress may face this year.
1. My goal for this year will be to
promote on all campus levels an atmosphere of community with its basic foundation in trust. I also hope that we can
develop a sense of integrity in the classroom, residence halls, and by our participation in community government.

I

activities to positively create a sense of
brotherhood rather than, as some do,
attempt to create ' u n i t y through fear,
humilitation and deindividualism.
As we live and act responsibly this year
the whole community will grow and prosper.
It will be our goal as a Congress to
promote trust, honesty, and openness in
communication.
I challenge the staff and students not to
fear disagreement but to deal with it
constructively as a means to growth.
2. Congress issues.
Congress, with the Campus Life Board,
will be examining the ways of implementing self-governance in cooperation with the
whole campus community.
We will be working closely with the
president in the Build Hope fund for the
gymnasium.
We will support a community review
system that, will combine faculty and student review.
We would like to urge the Appropriations Committee to work in an advisory
capacity with the Business Office so that
students might have a channel through
which to funnel their concerns about what
happens to the remainder of the student
activities fee.
Your continuing concerns will always be
considered when articulated.
3. Problems in Congress.
One of our current issues is the lettuce
dispute. Student Congress passed a resolution last year asking Saga to refrain from
purchasing non-union lettuce. We will soon
distribute information and petitions to
allow the new student body to reconsider
the issue.
The officers of Student Congress make a
commitment to you to be responsive to
your needs. We hope to have greater
communication within the residence halls,
frat complexes and cottages.
I have high expectations for this year,
but they are meaningless and empty without your active support and participation.
Finally, I sincerely hope that as we grow
as a community, we will always be conscious of the affirmative power and unity
we have in Christ. I pray that this year will
be one of risk and challenge for all of us.
James Beran
-rrr
President, Student Congress
letters continued on page 6, column 1

WASHINGTON-The people who cried
"Let's forget about Watergate so we can
get on with the business of running the
country" are now singing another tune.
ROGER PETULANT, a neighbor, who
is furious with the way the press played up
Watergate walked over to my driveway the
other day and said, "All you guys ever
write about now is the sagging economy.
Why don't you put the economy behind
you so we can get on with the business of
running the country?"
I explained to Roger that it wasn't my
decision to make the economy the major
issue of the month. I was on vacation and
some subordinate chose it as the big news
story to replace Watergate. "If I had been
here," I sai(J, "I would have gone with how
much money Nelson Rockefeller has."
4
'WELL," SAID PETULANT, "people
are getting sick and tired of you guys
picking on government spending and twodigit inflation all the time. Good grief,
we've always had government spending and
inflation. What's the big deal about a
sagging economy?"
"It isn't just government spending,
Roger," I said. "It's also the stock market
which has gone to hell, the bank loan rates
that have soared to the skies and the price
of food and oil. We can't just close our
eyes to these things."
tc
WHY NOT? If you ask me," Petulant
said, "I think you guys just cooked up the
sagging economy to sell newspapers."
"Now, wait a minute, Roger," I said
angrily, "I warned you that the day we
stopped printing stories about Watergate
we'd all be in trouble. Watergate kept this
country going for two years. We had
inflation, high grocery prices and automobile cost raises before but no one cared.
"THE COUNTRY went blithely along

wallowing in Watergate and every'ae was
satisfied to read about nothing 1 at the evil
concocted in the White Ho*' .c. The truth
is, Roger, we needed Richard Nixon and
his merry crew to make us forget what was
really going on. Once he resigned, we had
no choice but to write about the sagging
economy."
"Why don't you write about President
Ford?" Petulant asked.
"WE HAVE, ROGER, we have. But he's
on a honeymoon and how much can you
write about a guy on a honeymoon? Gerry
Ford is a nice guy-if he wasn't we
wouldn't call him Gerry. But when it
comes to hard news he's never going to
replace a sagging economy."
"I still think you could find something
good to write about inflation."
"WE'RE TRYING, Roger. Do you
know what it's like to be a news editor and
have to decide whether to put the economy on the front page or 'Kurt Waldheim,
man of the year'? Or 'Is Latin America
drifting toward the center?' Those are the
kind of stories we've had to deal with since
Watergate fizzled out.
"The other day an editor called me up
and said, 'I've got the choice of leading
with a series titled "The Troubled Strip
Miner" or "Swinging Scranton, Pa."
WHICH ONE DO you thiiik I ought to
use? So don't complain to me, Roger. You
were the one who wanted us to put
Watergate behind us. Without Nixon to
kick around anymore, we're all stuck with
a sagging economy."
"Maybe Nixon will get indicted?" Petulant said hopefully.
"Perhaps," I said, "but don't get your
hopes up. President Ford could pardon
him, and then it will only be a one-day
story."
wmmmms
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Richardson examines Nader's proposals
The following anchor essay is
written by Dr. Barrie Richarason,
professor of economics and business administration. He responds
to some of the ideas in Ralph
Nader's speech of last week.

5) We do not hive adequate
information about the performance of our representatives or
about the actual cost of various
governmental programs.
THERE are several points on
which I take issue with Mr. Nader.
Mr. Nader's appearance on our I will focus on only three issues:
campus was a great success. We, as
First, Mr.. Nader is a modern
a community, shared a common day puritan. I do not object to
experience and many of us are these values-in fact, I share some
still discussing what we heard.
of t h e m - b u t I do object to anyWE ALL heard the same one trying to force (by law) his
words, but we received different particular preferences on others.
messages. The central message I
"WHY would a woman buy a
heard was that our political sys- $35 pair of shoes when she could
tem of checks and balances is too get a perfectly good pair for
frequently balanced in favor of $10?" "Why do people put airgovernmental bureaucracy, and conditioners in cars when they
that it is difficult to make our can open a window?" "Why feed
political agencies responsive and pets-if we must have t h e m responsible to the public at large. expensive foods?" "Why feed our
Special interest groups make polit- lawns?" "Why build beautiful and
ical contributions in hopes of get- costly churches?"
ting favorable legislation passed
Now, these are all legitimate
and, in fact, much of our legisla- questions, but Mr. Nader would
tion represents special interest leg- like to go further. He, like J. K.
islation. The general interest-or Galbraith, advocates a forced recitizen-consumer
interests-are duction in personal consumption
overlooked because this group (to expenditures and an increase in
which we all belong) has generally social projects and public grants.
lacked organization and leader- It is one thing to vote your
ship. One major function of edu- conscience by giving more of your
cation, according to Nader, Plato money to the» projects which you
and Whitehead, is education for value personally. It is quite angood citizenship which, for all other to force others to give to
three, means more than paying the projects which you value. Voltaxes and voting.
untary persuasion and leadership
I FULLY AGREE with all of by example are quite different
the above points. Furthermore, I things from passing laws to make
support many of the conclusions people buy the right goods. The
of his research teams. Specifically, American Civil Liberties Union
his research groups have found:
has challenged the mandatory
1) Craft unions are highly dis- seatbelt buckling on the basic
criminatory in their operations. grounds of individual freedom.
Trade unions have largely been
-NADERS concept of effiRobin Hoods in reverse.
ciency is related to his puritanical
2) So-called independent regu- view of physical commodities.
latory commissions such as ICC, Economic efficiency is a concept
SEC and FPC have not protected which, unfortunately, we fre- N
consumers; but, instead have pro- quently gloss over in basic ecotected the very businesses they nomics. Economic efficiency rewere supposed to regulate.
fers to a relationship between
3) Our government gives bil- productive inputs and useful outlions of dollars of gifts each year puts. Output, or production, in an
to business interests in forms of economic system is ultimately not
tariffs and import restrictions.
measured in tons of steel or
4) Regulated public utilities pounds of peaches, nor is it ulti(water, telephone, etc.) do not mately determined by the dollar
have strong incentives to innovate. value of GNP. All goods arc proThey tend to be inefficient and duced to satisfy human preferunresponsive to consumers.
ences. Basically, all economic pro-

GLCA receives faculty
development grant
Assisted by a grant from Lilly
Endowment, Hope will join a
number of sister colleges in
launching a three-year program of
faculty development. President
Gordon Van Wylen has announced.
The grant has been awarded to
the Great Lakes Colleges Association, a consortium. of 12 liberal
arts colleges in Michigan, Indiana
and Ohio.
With the shared support of the
endowment and their own colleges, four or five faculty from
each will be provided with the
background knowledge, the expertise and the opportunity to
develop new courses and more

effective approaches to teaching.
Although the faculty will sometimes work independently, much
of the development will be carried
out in teams and at summer workshops. There are no restrictions as
to discipline or teaching approaches to be developed.
The proposal was originated by
a committee of faculty from
member colleges, among whom
Associate Professor of Mathematics Herbert Dershem was
Hope's representative.
Other colleges in GLCA include: Albion, Antioch, Denison,
DePauw, Earlham, Kalamazoo,
Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan,
Wabash, and Wooster.

duction is the creation of utility
or service-and the value of this
service is measured in the mind of
the user.
If an economy is responsive to
consumer preferences (which is
the aim of socialistic, as well as
capitalistic, economies), then a
$35 pair of shoes of the "right"
color, texture and design located
at the "right" place . may be a
more efficient use of resources
than producing standardized $10
shoes and using the additional
resources for some other lower
priority goods. Russia does not
currently produce blue jeans.
Used blue jeans sell for over $75 a
pair in the black market. Russian
consumers are saying they value
these jeans more than other products which someone else believes
is right for them. Russia's system
of production in this case is economically inefficient.
COUNTER TO what Mr. Nader
asserts, we are not, in any economic sense, wasting oil, milk or
steel. Prices tell us they are scarce
goods and we do economize on
them. It is true that if everyone
used mass transit, rather than the
"inferno-internal" machine, we
would have resources free to use
for other goods. Mass transportation is technically more efficient
than private autos; however, as we
have seen with the case of blue
jeans in Russia, such an arrange-

No excuse for pardon
by Dave DeKok
President Gerald Ford's pardon of Richard Nixon
causes one to wonder whether Lyndon Johnson
might have been right in his assessment of Ford.
Maybe he did play football too long without a
helmet.
Seriously, though, it is hard to imagine another
action he could have taken, on any problem, that
could cause more temporary and/or lasting damage
than will the pardon.
In one bold stroke. Ford has not only pardoned a
criminal, he has (1) probably destroyed any chance
for a final, definitive report on Watergate, (2)
created a double standard of justice in the country,
one for high government officials and one for Joe
Average, (3) created a dangerous precedent which
some future Richard Nixon will note with comfort.
And last, but certainly not least, he has ended his
honeymoon with Congress and chances he may have
had for an easy victory in 1976. The creative reader
will no doubt be able to think of myriads more
ill-effects stemming from the pardon but for now
I'm going to dwell on the ones I just mentioned.
For that 25 percent or so of Americans who
believed down to the bitter end that Nixon was
innocent, the pardon, unaccompanied by any confession of guilt from the former President, will only
serve to reinforce their belief in his innocence. Even
those who believed in his guilt will be unable to find
how the whole puzzle fitted together.
Historians will be denied access to the Watergate
tapes and White House files unless Nixon should
choose to allow it. After five years, he may destroy
any or all tapes. •
Then there's that double standard of justice that
the American Left has been screaming about for
years. This doesn't require any elaboration but you
might do well to remember the court case' men-
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Nader has much more confidence that I do in the belief if

only you put good men with the
right values in charge of businesses
and in government agencies, then,
things will work out in the public
interest.
GOOD INTENTIONS, though
desirable, are not enough. Good
intentions helped create new urban ghettos (called urban renewal)
and increased the unemployment
rate for black women (minimum
wage laws). The same good intentions on the "lettuce issue" will
end up hurting many poor people.
Where Nader tends to advocate
a political solution, 1 advocate
more vigorous competition in the
market. (In all fairness, I should
note that Nader told me at an
earlier meeting that more competition would improve productive
services and lower prices, and he
was for it.)
AT LEAST, IN the market
place, there is some chance of
punishing persons who are not
responsive to citizen's preferences.
If one does not like the service at
Sears, he can go elsewhere; if he
doesn't like Hope College, he can
vote with his feet.
Some of my students thought
Mr. Nader was too negative. I
disagree. I thought he had a positive and significant message. Each
one of us has a right and an
obligation to make our good political system a better one.

M.S..
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ment is not economically (in
terms of human preference) efficient. In many ways, the U.S.
Army is technically quite efficient. All enlisted men wear the
same clothes, eat in a communal
'mess' hall, and equal floor space
(200 square feet) is allocated to
each man for his bunk and clothing locker.
Lastly, 1 disagree with his view
of man. Mr. Nader during his press
interview called the president of
General Motors a thoroughly evil
man. 1 find this view hard to
accept and counter-productive.
All of us are good and evil. Some
people even think Mr. Nader is
totally evil, which is equally unfair
BUSINESSMEN^ like preachers, teachers and government officials are strongly motivated by
self-interest. This self-interest may
include our interest in charity and
kindness, as well as in "gold, guns
and girls." Economics asserts that
each man will tend to behave in a
manner which improves his own
situation. Few persons are masochists. This being the case, we
should ask what type of social
organizations will channel man's
pristine and powerful desires to
improve his position in a way that
many of these efforts serve the
common good.
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tioned at the time Vice President Agnew resigned. A
man in San Francisco was given 90 days in jail for
fishing without a license. Enough said.
Now let's imagine that it's 1995 and whoever is
President then is pondering whether to do something blatantly illegal. You can fill in whatever
crime you choose, it doesn't really matter, so long
as it's in the tradition of Watergate and it subverts
the Constitution.
Is he really going to worry about possible
exposure of his crime and a long jail term? Not
likely. At worst, hell have to resign with a high
pension and never go to jail, since precedent will
dictate that he not be brought to trial. Precedent is
the name of the game in the American legal system
(rightly so in most cases).
More tangibly. President Ford has now shattered
his honeymoon with the Congress and the public
and lost his aura of rightness and openness. His
efforts to end inflation will be hampered, if for no
other reason than it will be no longer fashionable to
cooperate with him.
His chances for an easy victory in 1976 are past
history and the pardon may well put the Republican
Party in the same mess it was in with regard to the
November elections prior to Nixon's resignation. As
a Democrat, that prospect doesn't bother me too
much but I wish it could have happened another
way.
Is there any good at all in the pardon? Indeed,
mercy has triumphed over justice. A President
driven to insanity or death by a public trial would
be a blot on the American conscience b u t . . . in the
end, the good health of the country's legal and
political institutions must take precedence over one
man's fate.
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Polish prisonsJa sense of individual freedom'
with the director, the assistant
director and the chief psycholoThere were flowers on every g ^
borne. .He was given a
street comer, exciting soccer comptete tour of the grounds,
games and "beautiful, warm peo- . "The furniture in thebuildings
ma e
pie " But in his travels to Poland
d almost exclusively by the
this summer, the thing that ^oys in the home They grew alStephen Hemenway, assistant pro- m
. *
the food we were
fessor of English, found most served at the meals, Hemenway
fascinating was the prison system. . said. He went on to explain that
HEMENWAY went to Poland the boys are trained in job skills,
as part of a Great Lakes Colleges either for factory or farm work.
Association seminar in social as- They are allowed to choose which
pects of urbanization. Most of the kind of work they want to do.
"THE STRESS is on the fact,
professors who joined the sevenweek study group were investigat- that the freedom of choice is
ing urban planning. But Hemen- entirely up to the boy. The
way's study concentrated on the home's main objective is to help
prison systems, based on a long- them become useful citizens with
standing interest in "crime and jobs," Hemenway noted.
To further this objective, juvepunishment" as an aspect of
nile inmates are given jobs in
urban studies.
To his surprise, Hemenway factories for practical experience.
found the Polish prison author- Poland is a socialist state and this
ities very cooperative, and spent speeds up the job-finding process.
the seven weeks of his visit inter- "Since the state owns the factories
viewing officials and researching and runs the prisons, there is no
the prison systems. The culmina- necessity to convince a private
tion of these studies was a visit to sector that this is a worthwhile
thing, as we have to do in the
a juvenile correctional home.
WHILE THERE, he talked United States," Hemenway said.
by Kate Solms

' NO ONE IN the juvenile home to give individual attention to the
has a designated sentence. The boys in the institution. "There
staff decides when each boy is was an easy camaraderie between
well-adjusted enough to leave the the staff and the boys; the relacorrectional home. Sometime dur- tionship was very healthy.'
ing the time spent in prison, each Hemenway remarked.
inmate is sent home to spend a
HEMENWAY asked the direcmonth with his family, to see if he tor whether they had experiis ready to rejoin them as an mented with behavior modificaeffective member of society.
tion, one of the more controverThe boys are also taken on an sial methods that U.S. juvenile
extended camping trip in the sumhomes are considenng. He found a
mer, during which they help farm- general avoidance of this kind of
ers with harvesting. "It would be experimentation.
easy at any time to escape,"
"Their main objective is not to
Hemenway observed, "and most
force people to become better,"
of the boys did work outside. But
Hemenway. "They really have a
escape would be considered as a
far greater sense of individual freekind of breach of trust."
BESIDES THE obvious differ- dom than we give socialist counences between the Polish juvenile tries credit for."
HEMENWAY regretted that he
facilities, and those of the United
States, Hemenway pointed out was not able to visit an adult
several others. There is not a prison, but said through his reproblem with understaffing, as in search that "there, too, the emU.S. juvenile institutions. In fact, phasis is not on punishment, but
in the home Hemenway visited, on rehabilitation. I have a theory
there were 160 inmates and 100 about that . . . I felt that the Poles
suffered so much in prisons and
staff members.
Not only was the prison run concentration camps in World War
efficiently, but the staff had time 11 that they're very reluctant to

Letters cont.

Student seeks clarification of UFW role
continued from page 4
I am writing this letter in response to your editorial of Friday,
the sixth of September. I am not
one of your "salad-loving freshmen" but your editorial came as a
last straw to me.
This issue of the lettuce boycott has been at Hope for about a
half a year now and the quality of
the arguments for the boycott are
on a steady decline. Your editorial
has brought together several of
these and I would now* like to
speak on them.
Last spring when this issue
came to Hope, Saga Food Service
decided to give us, the students, a
free choice by telling us which
days they had non-UFW lettuce.
Then we could eat it or not eat it,
depending on what we believed to
be the correct thing to do.
This, however, was not enough
for some on campus. They wanted
Saga to offer only UFW lettuce,
So for over a week ever time we
went to eat, we were pressured to
sign their petition to ban nonUFW lettuce. They finally got 700
signatures (out of about 1,600
boarders) and claimed victory.
With
this "overwhelming"
mandate, the Student Congress
banned the lettuce. Who gave the
Student Congress the right to decide this issue for us? Who gave
them control over my conscience?
Student Congress has long supported student rights. Now I am
asking them for the right of each
of us to decide for ourselves if we
will support the boycott. If nobody eats lettuce, Saga will not
buy it.
;
When we returned to campus,
some students asked where the
salads were. They were immediately told that Student Congress
had decided that for them to be
good Christians they must go
without lettuce.
This was all done and I kept
my silence, but now 1 have had
enough. Now I would like to
question two of their arguments
for the boycott which were voiced
in your editorial.
First I dislike your use of UFW
as a synonym for migrant farm
worker. I agree that the migrant
worker is oppressed and needs our
support and help, but I have yet
to hear anything to prove that the
UFW. is . "the , union that
vr J!farm
workers have chosen as t h e u W
resentatives".
My own limited (Student Congress and the anchor haven't
helped it any) understanding of
die issue, from national news re-

ports on television, is that the
UFW is losing the support of the
farm workers and gaining the support of liberal intellectuals across
the country.
Is the boycott to help the farm
workers or is it to support the
UFW against the Teamsters in a
fight over which union will represent the farm workers? Don't we
as "intellectuals" have the responsibility to find out the facts?
If you, the Editor, want our
support for the boycott, give us
some facts. Tell us how many
workers the UFW has contracts
for, and how many workers the
teamsters have contracts for. Tell
us about the UFW, not about the
farm workers.
The second thing I would like
to question is your loose usage of
the word Christian. This bothers
me more than all of the rest. I, as
a Christian, resent your saying
that I am not a Christian because I
don't support your boycott when
I cannot in good conscience support the UFW.
I also resent your wrapping
your cause in the Bible so nobody
can touch it. Am I as a-Christian
supposed to give my support to
anyone who claims his cause is
Christian without telling us anything else about it? Or should I
withhold my support until I am
given facts with which I can decide for myself if the cause is just?
I know people who claim that
by supporting the boycott we are
not Christians. Am I to follow
them to be Christians or am I to
follow you? God gave me some
intelligence and I think He expects me to use it. Fight for any
cause that you want but don't
drag God into it as your proof.
Tell us the facts and let us ask
God ourselves what He would
have us to do.
Isn't this my right as a Christian, to talk to God myself and
not have someone else tell me
what He says? If you want my
support, show me who the boycott will really help. Show me
that the UFW has the support of
the farm workers. Then ask for
my support.
Kenneth Kooistra

repeat anything reminiscent of
those concentration camps in
their own systems. They try anything short of an actual prison as
we think of it before they resort
to that."
Although much of his time was
spent in research, Hemenway also
had an entire country to discover.
He found Poland to be a country
of fascinating contrasts and very
friendl

le

HEMENWAY recalled one instance of very vivid contrast. He
spent a day river-rafting down the
river that is the border between
Poland
and
Czechoslavakia.
"Czechoslavakia is a country of
s tate-organized communes, and I
s a w h u g e combines harvesting. In
Poland, most of the land is still
privately owned, and the peasants
were out there with scythes, just
as they have been for centuries."
Poland has retained its own
identity in other ways. Unlike
other communist countries, it is
still very Catholic. "Even officials
in the communist party go to
mass. In a sense, the church acts
as the opposing political party in
Poland," Hemenway noted.
THIS KIND of opposing spirit
has kept Russia very much in the
background of Polish government.
Hemenway remembered when
Brezhnev came to Warsaw on an
official visit. "The reception for
him was very cool. There were
500,000 people watching the
parade in an enormous square, but
the applause was equivalent to
t h a t a t a Hope College girl s field
hockey match," Hemenway said.
He also found a great deal of
freedom in the media, particularly
in the theater where he saw much
controversial material presented
on stage.
IN CONNECTION with his
studies, Hemenway was allowed
to go to several closed Polish
court cases, including three crimes
against the state. Probably the
most interesting court case,
though, was a civil one.
The case involved a 78 year old
man who had thrown his 74 year
old wife out of his house 16 years
before. "She was finally contesting the case, because although he
owned some apple orchards and
a
^
8 o o d income, he was

opinions of anyone other than the but the point of the editorial and
editorial staff of the anchor. The the significance of the lettuce
only bond between the anchor, issue is that either way a decision
the Student Congress and the might go, it must be made in
UFW is a coincidental one when terms of what is the stand a
Christian community should take
our views happen to agree.
with regard to a specific moral
The editorial was not Intended
as a call for support of the boy- issue.
Mr. Kooistra's points concerncott of non-UFW lettuce. Its
thrust was two-fold. First, we ing the need for information
were trying to offer a brief recap about the UFW is well-taken and
of last year's activities that led to will be explored in next week's
the Student Congress resolution anchor. Note Jim Beran's comments and you'll see that the
against non-union lettuce.
Second, and most important, it Student Congress agrees; more inwas designed to correct what the formation is needed.
But when that information is
staff believes to be misguided
available,
the weighing of the evithinking on the part of many
dence must be done by the comHope students.
We weren't discussing the rightk
—
"
"
ness or wrongness of the boycott ing a community stand.
j tse |j:
We all do have certain individw e r e explaining what we
believe student thinking should be ual rights. But by voluntarily joinin arriving at the best possible ing a community with pre-estabdecision. As Hope students we lished goals we must sacrifice
cannot answer moral decisions some of our individual rights to _
that effect us all in terms only o f - m a i n t a i n the strength and direcourselves. We are a Christian com- tion of the community.
Last week's editorial did not
munity and must take a commuj
• .i 4, A .
/-L-..nity stand on any moral issue in a demand that to be a Christian one
way that is consistent with Chris- must support the lettuce boycott,
tian principles.
It did demand that to be a memWe happen to believe that sup- ber of a Christian community one
must aid in mMng community
port of the boycott upholds those
principles. Someone else may not,
decisions.

T S i r 0 " ' '
THBY WERE real country
people . . . while- the judge tried
to, of all things, reconcile them,
they had to be physically separated. People from both of their
villages sat on either side of the
J 0 1 1 ^ screaming insults back and
for
^ - " J a s r e a l Y e t x h cl f in ll g p . p
" T Z ' J f r l
f
fitted Rgreatlyy from his summer in
p o l a n d ..j h a v e a m u c h better
understanding of the things we're
doing in our system and culture
f r om seeing and understanding
theirs," he said. "I hated to leave;
I'd love to go back."
t4

r

Editor's note: Perhaps last
week's editorial tried to say too
much, perhaps it didn't say
enough; nonetheless, in view of
Mr
|etter; s o m e clarifi.
cation of the intent of last week's
editorial is necessary.
First of a l l j t h e editorial
edit
ingTh'eargu
not expressing

BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND-City workers are putting the finishing touches on Holland's downtown beautification project. Much of the work was completed this summer while Hope students were away.

/
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Nader raids G M pres.
seeks local interest

«

Nausea ad absurdum
by Robert Krusc and Charles Pruim
,,

•'Bye now, Jess.
AND SO ENDED another working day in the life
of Granny Smith. Stealthily she made her way
through the kitchen to the service elevator. She
pressed her palm to the elevator window and it
began a rapid descent.
She scanned the daily work reports of "their"
subterranean factory and allowed herself a smile for
she knew that the deadly drug in the food had done
its work; their plot to possess the earth progressed
smoothly. Who would have expected that Shepherd's Pie would be the sword of Damocles dangling
over the human race?
SHE DROPPED past laboratories, living quarters,
storage rooms, pinball machines, offices and finally
stopped in the machine room deep in the bowels of
the earth. The chief engineer, Krel, rushed over and
exclaimed, "This*11 kill 'em." Granny picked up the
multi-colored dart-gun, licked the suction cup and
shot it onto his forehead.
The gun she shot had specially treated darts. The
darts would be used to cause a strange mutation
when they came into contact with a person who had
eaten the drugged food. The guns would be stockpiled until more unsuspecting victims were drugged.
AS "THEIR" WEB of doom spreads and more

become vulnerable the guns will be released at
irresistable prices everywhere. Innocent children will
fall easy prey to the insidious plot.
The effects will be devastating.
Item: Holland Sentinel July 27, 198?
"Local man disappears"
Melvin DeJonge, a Hope graduate, disappeared while in his car yesterday. Mrs. DeJonge stated^ "Little Ralphie shot him with a
dart and the next thing I knew all there was
sitting in the driver's seat was a can of pork
and beans."

WHAT IF: Gordon VanWylen were only a figurehead and
Saga Jess actually controlled the college?
Glenn Bareman had a high school diploma?
Carl Bender and Wally Pancik were married and
living in Buenos Aires?
The' Knicks and the SIB's had a joint informal?
D. Ivan Dykstra peroxides his hair?
Dean Gerrie Really" knew what went on in the
dorms?

Recital to be presented
tonight at Wichers aud.
A recital in memory of the late
LeRoy Martin, a longtime Hope
music faculty member, will be
presented tonight at 8:15 p.m. in
Wichers auditorium of the Nykerk
Hall of Music.
The recital was organized by
Drew Hinderer, bassoonist, a 1971
Hope graduate who studied with
Martin in Grand Rapids and later
at Hope. Hinderer is presently
completing doctoral studies in
philosophy at the University of

by Dave DeKok
At his press conference here
September 5 consumer advocate
Ralph Nader rapped General
Motors President Richard Gerstenberg for saying that planned price
increases on 1975 car models
could be avoided if governmentrequired safety and pollution devices were removed.
"THAT HAS to be the most
callous statement ever made by an
American corporate executive,"
Nader said. "These devices save
lives. Even now 4,000 people a
year die from exhaust-related respiratory diseases." Nader later
termed Gerstenberg "an institutionally evil man."
He called for a U.S. Senate
investigation of GM to determine
the true cost of safety and pollution control devices.
"WHY DOESNT GM lead a
drive to eliminate costly annual
style changes?" Nsder added.
He said that consumers are
concerned with the declining quality of goods and services and
stated that the consumer protection bill currently being debated

Records and Tapes

in the Congress was "the most
important bill now pending.**
INFLATION. NADER said, is
largely a result of maldistribution
of power and lack of competition
in industry.
He also mentioned some of his
current projects, which include
advising citizen groups on methods of inspecting local nursing
homes for health and safety violaf ions, putting out doctor, dentist,
and psychiatrist guides for the
Washington, D.C. area, and promoting the cause of national
health insurance.
HOWEVER, his most basic
goal is to push for a new resurgence
of involvement at the local level.
From grass roots pressure on Congress, he feels, can come changes
in the federal government such as
an elimination of unnecessary governmental secrecy and the use of
private money to finance political
campaigns.
Nader said that student financed and led public interest
research groups (PIRG) could be
very effective and noted that the
PIRG centered at the University
of Michigan had issued an expose
on unsafe methods used for the
transportation of radioactive materials through Michigan.

ANEW
"d0li-"style
RESTAURANT:

Michigan.
Other participants will include
bassoonist Martha Patterson, bassoonist Bruce Lupp, pianist and
harpsichordist Heidi Harvey, clarinetist Bradley Wong, and oboist
Deborah Hinderer, all graduate
students at the University of
Michigan, and Phillip Austin, a
graduate of Wayne State University who is currently second bassoonist of the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra.

The

IN BROWNSTONE ALLEY

Subway
Station

YOU DESERVE A
STUDY BREAK...
WHY NOT TAKE IT
AT MCDONALD'S ?
657 E. 8th St.
HOLLAND

McDonald's
•

OPEN WEEKDAYS
SUBS AND
KOSHER
SANDWICHES

1 .
SOON TO OPEN
WEEKENDS

Something For Everyone
we're serious about
cycles just like you
quality bikes by
fuji and Bdtavus
all colors and frame
sizes in stock for
immediate delivery
complete parts and
accessories department

GIFTS • POSTERS • CANDLES
STATIONARY • SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SCRAPBOOKS • PHOTO ALBUMS
PLAYING CARDS • CHESS
CHECKERS

HOPE
STUDENTS....
WE WANT YOUR
PATRONAGE
AND WILL ORDER
TO YOUR TASTES.
BAGELS COMETH!
Located Behind
Readers World

HALLMARK BOOKS AND PARTY GOODS

Largest Selection of
Greeting Cards..

"a shop owned and operated
by enthusiastic cyclists"

.JVNYWHERB

the highwheeler
Barber and Styling Shop

3*6-6084
open dally 9:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.; monday
and frlday 'til 9 p.m.

dfeki

STATIONERS
ii

THE THOUGHTFULNESS SHOP"
•r

DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
NEXT TO PENNY'S

STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
COLORING
WIGS

m

Located at 331 Collage
(2-blocki so of chapel)
392-1112
Randall Drietenga, Owner
Appointmeoti. Wed.

Eight
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Intramural sports begin,
" canoe race added

in a saimmage this week, Hope's Flying Dutchmen prepare for tomorrow's season opener at Riverview
Stadium. Kick-off time is 2 p.m. against Anderson.

ram tike sndkglm®

The line
by Jon Soderstrom
Everyone has probably heard, and grown tired of
hearing, that linemen are the unsung heroes of a
football team. In fact many cliches have been
produced to make note of this fact, such as "Where
would the back go if he didn't have a line to open a
hole?" or "How could the quarterback pass without
good protection?" Yet, even these have failed to
generate any more publicity for these men. Rather
they are continually lumped together under the
general heading of 4 'the line", with little personal
recognition.
HOWEVER, ONLY a quick glance at the returning starters on the Hope team is needed to deduce
where the Dutch's greatest strength lies. Both
offensively and defensely, the lines return nearly
intact with a number of capable substitutes.
At the beginning of the previous year, Hope
returned only one starting offensive lineman, and
the need to rebuild a line was thought to be a
weakness. Yet, this group proved their ability to
function as a unit by helping Hope backs gain over
2,000 yards on the ground.
THIS SEASON with that yearns experience behind them, the Dutch line should prove an even
more important factor. With a question mark still at
tailback. Smith feels he wiM have to utilize more of
fullback Chuck Brooks' talents to compensate.
But a strong performance by these linemen
should help to overcome the relative lack of
experience at tailback: Captain Bruce Martin at
center, flanked by guards John Smith and Len
Fazio, tackles Paul Cornell and Tom Richards, with
Duff DeZwaan and Dave Teater at t h e ends.
BOB LEES and Jeff Stewart at ends, Craig Van
Tuinen and Arde Ranthum at the tackles, with

FULLBACK
CHUCK BROOKS
QUARTERBACK
BOB CARLSON
TAILBACK
MIKE SKELTON

middle guard Dave ^Yeiter will anchor a defense
which gave up less thah 500 rushing yards to league
opponents. The Dutchmen may have to depend
even more on the rush these men have shown they
can provide, in order to take some of the pressure
off the defensive backs and linebackers in pass
situations.
These positions would have to be considered the
weakness on a team whose pass defense finished
next to the last in the league last season, yet only
returns two starters to the six spots. Tom Barkes
and Bob Coleman are slated to occupy the two
vacated backfield slots, and are fairly inexperienced,
although both lettered in those positions last year.
TOM O'BRIEN is-back at linebacker after a year
off, which may prove to be somewhat of a problem
in recovering previous form, as with Jim Vander
Meer who is returning after an injury halfway
through last season.
Although Hope returns a solid nucleus of performers, there are a few questions at key positions
that need to be settled. These will receive their first
test on Saturday against a team from Ailderson,
Indiana. Anderson is coming off a 3-6 season a year
ago, but is also returning a number of key lettermen.
AMONG THESE is their quarterback who passed
for almost 800 yards during the 1973 campaign, and
may be responsible for answering the questions in
defensive backfield.
Opening day hasn't been the kindest to Coach
Ray Smith as he has won only one of these in his
tenure at Hope. However, it seems likely that the
Dutchmen should be able to improve that record
this week at Riverview Park.

WEAK END
DAVE TEATER

RIGHT END
BOB LEES

WEAK TACKLE
TOM RICHARDS

RIGHT TACKLE
ARDE RANTHUM

WEAK GUARD
JOHN SMITH
CENTER
BRUCE MARTIN
STRONG GUARD
LEN FAZIO

PRINCE'S
RESTAURANT
PIZZA b
DELICATESSEN
JUST $4.50
BUYS YOIT AND
3 FRIENDS...

RIGHT HALFBACK
RICKMCLOUTH

MIDDLE GUARD
DAVE YEITER
WEAK SAFETY
JIM RITCHESKE
STRONG SAFETY
BOB COLEMAN

Offers a wide selection of naturally grown,
naturally prepared good things for your bod.
LIKE...Fresh Ground Peanut Butter,
Natural Yogurt, Fruit Juices, Nuts, and Many
Other Great Natural Foods.

MEASES ARETT
Comer Ottawa Beach Rd. and River Ave.

sponsors film
0

'

In an effort to promote interest and increase knowledge in the
sport of soccer, the Hope soccer
team is sponsoring a film of the
1966 World Cup Soccer finals in
England.
Coach Glenn Van Wieren feels
this is an excellent opportunity to
obtain background in a sport
which is just now attaining popularity in the United States. Van
Wieren is hoping the film will
increase attendence at Hope soccer matches by giving the viewer a
better understanding of the purpose of the action before them.
The film, entitled Goal, will be
shown tonight at 8 p.m., in Graves
Auditorium. Admission will be
50^;

SUPERIOR SPORT
STORE

1 4 " 1-lttm Pizza
#

Pitcher of Pop
Make your own salad!

Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
%~lb. Hot Dogs
And Many Others

Addidas Sport Shops
* Complete In-Store
Lettering for Frat &
Sorority Shirts

THE OftlE-STOP SPORT
SHOP
202 River

392-9533

PHONE
AHEAD FOR
TAKE-OUT
ORDERS

STRONG END
LEFT END
DUFF DE ZWAAN JEFF STEWART

PEP-UP
Health Store

Soccer team

174 RIVER AVENUE

LEFT LINEBACKER
JIM VANDEMEER

WINGBACK
GARY CONSTANT

week with open team competition. Each team will consist of
four men; two singles players and
a doubles team. The team winning
the best two out of three points in
the match will get the victory.
An addition to the fall intramural sports scene is fast-pitch
softball. The schedule calls for a
double-elimination
tournament
with games already underway.
Fast-pitch, along with slow-pitch,
softball will also be offered in the
spring.
ALSO ON the intramural
sports agenda this fall is a co-ed
canoe race to be held prior to the
Pull on September 27.
Every week, team standings, a
list of referees for the following
week, rain date information and
suspensions will be posted on bulletin boards in the DeWitt Cultural Center and Carnegie Gym

TRY PRINCE'S:

RIGHT LINEBACKER
TOM O'BRIEN

STRONG TACKLE LEFT TACKLE
PAUL CORNELL CRAIG VAN TUINEN

by Brad Wehner
The Intramural sports program
under the direction of Dr. Glenn
Van Wieren, assistant professor of
physical education, and student
directors Tom Page and Rick
Smith, is under way this fall. The
schedule calls for competition in
touch football, tennis, fast-pitch
softball, a co-ed canoe race, the
Dutch Trot (a cross-country race),
and gymnastics.
ONLY ONE major rule change
has been adopted by the intramural committee which states
that each team must submit a list
of players before the opening
game of each individual sport. If a
player is not on a team's roster at
the beginning of the specific season he cannot play for that team.
Intramural fctotball has a new
look this season with the addition
of five games on the schedule.
Each team will play twice a week,
with the Frat league playing on
Monday and Wednesday, and the
Kollen league on Tuesday and
Thursday. The only noticeable
change in the rules is that there
will be no overtime in regularly
scheduled games. The intramural
committee is presently working
on an overtime rule for the playoffs in the event of a tie.
TENNIS GETS started this

LEFT HALFBACK
TOM BARKES

396-8193

Visit Our NEW
Enlarged Gift Ship

Apothecapy shop
Located in the rear
of Model Drug

NOW THRU WED.
"Chinatown"
Jack Nicholson
Faye Dunaway
Rated (R) *
Shows at 7:00 and 9:15 pm.
Saturday, 1:30,4:15, 7:00
and 9:15 pm.

BAlRK (

BWMTOWN N O U A N O
*2.4274

>

NOW THRU SAT..
"Mr. Ma jestik"
with Charles Bronson
Rated (PG)
Friday, 7:00 and 9:00 pm.
Saturday, Continuous
from 1:00 pm.

